
INTRODUCTION

Powered-disc trenchers are currently the most commonly
used site preparation implement in Canada. In FERIC's
project on measuring the drawbar pull requirements of
various site preparation implements, it was thus important
to obtain information on these tools.

Measurement of the drawbar pull of powered-disc tren-
chers poses a greater technical challenge since they are
mounted directly on the prime mover rather than being
towed behind, as with traditional scarifiers. This report
briefly describes the device developed for measuring the
drawbar pull requirements of direct-mounted implements
and summarizes the results obtained in a trial of the
TTS-Delta powered-disc trencher on two study areas near
Thunder Bay, Ontario.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT

The TTS-Delta was mounted directly on the rear of a John
Deere 748E skidder (Figure 1). The measurement device
consisted of two mounting plates (one on the skidder, the
other on the scarifier), connected by three attachment pins
(Figure 2). Strainsert SPA-25 load cells served as the pins
and measured the shear forces at each attachment point.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The site and soil conditions in the study are described in
Table 1. The two blocks differed primarily in their soil
conditions. Block 1 was on a deep organic soil, whereas
Block 2 was on a loamy sand with a thin humus layer.

Drawbar pull was measured for three levels of down-
pressure exerted by the scarifier. Of the 10 down-pressure
levels available for the scarifier, the trials studied a low
setting (level 4) corresponding to the weight of the scarifier
alone (the floating position), a high setting (level 8) corres-
ponding to the level commonly used by the operator in
normal operation, and an intermediate setting (level 6).
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Figure 1. The TTS-Delta powered-disc trencher,
direct-mounted on the back of a John Deere 748E skidder.
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Harvest residues
   Volume (m3/ha)
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   Cover (%)
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Resistance of the soil
to penetration at
10 cm (kPa)
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thin humus (6 cm)
over deep loamy
sand (>30 cm)

deep
organic soil
(>30 cm)

Soil type
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Table 1. Average soil and site conditions
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The results obtained show a proportional increase in the
average horizontal force with increasing down-pressure
exerted by the implement (Table 2). However, the different
soils and travel speeds did not appear to have a major influ-
ence on the drawbar pull. Since the resistance of the soil to
penetration in Block 1 was considerably lower than that in
Block 2, the width and depth of the furrows were much
greater (Table 3). This implies that a greater volume of soil
was displaced and this, combined with the difference in
obstacles (harvest residues and stumps) between the blocks,
could explain the similarity in the measured horizontal
forces.

The results were comparable to those observed in Sweden
for the Donaren 280 powered-disc scarifier. Granlund et al.
(1991) measured drawbar pulls on the order of 14 to
34 kN, depending on the nature of the site, the method of
operation, and the down-pressure on the discs. The results
of the present study are also comparable to those of a pre-
vious FERIC study of two passive mechanical scarifiers,
the two-row Bräcke scarifier and the TTS-35 disc trencher

(Cormier 1993). The force required to pull the mechanical
scarifiers was similar to that required for the powered-disc
trencher in its floating position. The increased down-
pressure possible with the powered-disc trencher permits
better treatment quality under more difficult conditions, but
requires a more powerful prime mover.
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Table 3. Soil disturbance

CONCLUSIONS

The drawbar pull of the TTS-Delta powered-disc trencher
varied with the hydraulic down-pressure exerted on the
discs. Despite major differences in the soils of the two
study sites, no significant differences were observed in the
required drawbar pull.
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a The maximum horizontal force corresponds to the average of
the maxima observed for each sample.

b Power (kW) = horizontal force (kN) × speed (m/s).
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Table 2. Drawbar pull results

Figure 2. Diagram of the system used to measure drawbar
pull requirements, attached to the mounting plates and
using load cells as pins to measure the drawbar forces.
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